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8.0kg Top Loading Washing Machine 

 

8.0kg top loading washing machine have blue light 

antibacterial, mite free, aseptic, more healthy. 

Invisible bacteria, may cause bad harm, efficient 

cleaning and blue light bacteriostasis can really 

rest assured. Bionic hand washing, deep washing 

and decontamination. 

 

 

 

Product Description 

We believe in: Innovation is our soul and spirit. High-quality is our life. Consumer need to 

have is our God for Good quality China 8.0kg top loading washing machine, We aim at 

Ongoing system innovation, management innovation, elite innovation and industry 

innovation, give full play on the overall advantages, and continuously make improvements 

to service high-quality. 

 

Good quality China 8.0kg top loading washing machine and Portable Washing Machine 

price, We sincerely hope to cooperate with customers all over the world, if you would like 

to have more information, remember to kindly contact us, we're looking forward to building 

up a great business relationship with you. 

 

8.0kg top loading washing machine have blue light antibacterial, mite free, aseptic, more 

healthy. Invisible bacteria, may cause bad harm, efficient cleaning and blue light 

bacteriostasis can really rest assured. Bionic hand washing, deep washing and 

decontamination. 8.0kg top loading washing machine adopt efficient washing mode can 

simulate the beating, kneading, wringing and shaking process of hand washing with 

higher light and higher frequency, so that the water can directly clean the deep dirt of 

clothes, and the cleaning ability is strong and abnormal. Laundry elf, leisure housewife. 

1-5 minutes can be selected to quickly dry clothes, 1-15 minutes can be set according to 

the actual situation of clothes. 

  

Moedel: XPB85-2008S(85FS)  

Wash Capacity: 8.0Kg 

Spin Capacity: 4.5 Kg 

Wash Power: 400 W 

Spin Power: 200 W 

Voltage: 110V/60Hz  ~  220V/50Hz 

Product Size: 760*450*850mm 
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Packing Size: 780*480*870mm 

N.W./G.W.: 19.5/24.0 KG 

MOQ/40HQ Container: 208 PCS 

  

Product Features 

1. 8.0kg top loading washing machine have blue light antibacterial, mite free, aseptic, 

more healthy. Invisible bacteria, may cause bad harm, efficient cleaning and blue light 

bacteriostasis can really rest assured. 

 

 

2. Bionic hand washing, deep washing and decontamination. 8.0kg top loading washing 

machine adopt efficient washing mode can simulate the beating, kneading, wringing and 

shaking process of hand washing with higher light and higher frequency, so that the water 

can directly clean the deep dirt of clothes, and the cleaning ability is strong and abnormal. 

 

 

3. Laundry elf, leisure housewife. 1-5 minutes can be selected to quickly dry clothes, 1-15 

minutes can be set according to the actual situation of clothes. 

 

 

4. 8.0kg top loading washing machine adopt double motor strong power, low noise. 

Strong motor, abundant power, stable operation and longer service life. 

 

 

5. 1-15 minutes quick wash, liberation treasure mother's beautiful hands, leaving only the 

gentle hand washing. The 10 minute fast washing simulates the whole process of hand 

washing, such as wrestling, kneading, wringing and unfolding. 8.0kg top loading washing 

machine can directly wash the clothes deeply and make the laundry more gentle. 

 

 

6. 8.0kg top loading washing machine use knob control, simple and easy to use. 

Separation design ensures both washing and dehydration. 

 

 

7. Stainless steel diamond inner barrel, soft and delicate barrel wall can effectively reduce 

the wear of clothes when rotating at high speed. 

 

 

8. Bass operation, not disturbing the night dream. The sound of the machine is low, so 

there is no need to worry about being disturbed when using it at night. 
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FAQ 

 

1. Are you a trading company or factory? 

Yes,we are manufacturer,our factory is located in Ningbo,Zhejiang. Welcome to visit our 

showroom,office and workshop. 

2. What is your guarantee? 

We provide 1% free spare of order amountquantity along with the container.  

3. What is your MOQ? 

1*40HQ container. 

4. What is your payment method? 

*T/T(30% deposit,70% balance before shipment)  

*L/C: 100% irrevercable L/C at sight 

5. What is your Trade Terms? 

Full container,FOB Ningbo. 

6. Can you make our brand? 

OEM is available. 

7. Do you provide sample? 

Yes, we do. 

8. Can you provide CKD/SKD of your products? 

Yes, we can. 
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9. Which certificate do you have? 

CE CB ROSH CCC ISO9001 

10.  How long is your delivery time? 

20-35 days. 

 


